Dear Members and Friends,

It is with gratitude that GSI marks its 19th anniversary. This could not have continued without the ongoing support of our members who share these newsletters with their families, friends, and local groups. We are also grateful to the thousands of members we have on Facebook. As we move into the future, we promise to continue to share information and resources that deal with Holocaust education, remembrance, and commemoration.

To help us celebrate this milestone we are delighted to introduce two new members of our Coordinating Council: Tali Nates (South Africa), and Alissa Foster (Australia). Tali, a 2nd generation (2G) and the daughter of an Oscar Schindler survivor, is the founder and director of the Johannesburg Holocaust & Genocide Centre and chair of the South African Holocaust & Genocide Foundation. She is also one of the founders of the Holocaust and Tutsi Genocide Survivors groups in Johannesburg. Alissa is our first 4th generation (4G), a great-grandchild of Holocaust survivors. A member of Youth HEAR (Holocaust Education And Remembrance) leadership, she brings a new perspective to GSI. We welcome them to our “extended family”.

The World Federation of Jewish Child Survivors of the Holocaust and Descendants (WFJCSHD) has decided to postpone their November conference due to the current Covid-19 situation. When a new date has been determined, the information will be posted in an upcoming edition of the newsletter.

Kindly remember to send in your program information for upcoming Kristallnacht commemorations. It would be helpful if you specify whether the program is in person, virtual or blended.

Stay safe and be well,

Generations of the Shoah International (GSI)
Membership in our interactive leadership listserv is open to leaders / representatives of landsmanschaften and other Holocaust-related groups. If your local survivor, second generation or third generation group has not yet delegated a representative to join the GSI interactive online discussion / listserv group, please join us now. We already have dozens of members throughout the USA and from other countries. This global interactive listserv is the fastest way to reach the survivor community: genshoah@gmail.com.

For event submissions: www.genshoah.org/contact_gsi.html. Please fill out the information requested in the text areas and submit it to us at genshoah@gmail.com. You must send us your information no later than the 23rd of the month if you wish for it to appear in the upcoming month’s issue.

To search the newsletter by geographic area: Search by country for programs outside the USA or use the city and / or state abbreviations for those areas in the USA.

All times listed below are local unless otherwise stated.

Visit our GSI website at www.genshoah.org for updated information on new books, films, helpful links to Holocaust-related organizations and institutions, etc. Survivors, their children and grandchildren are welcome to post contact information for their local groups on our website.

GSI has an “open” Facebook group that anyone can join and invite others to join. Feel free to introduce yourself to your brothers and sisters in the survivor community and communicate directly with them without having to be cleared by a third party. Use the Facebook group to find old friends and relatives. Join us and meet new friends. Our page is visible to Facebook members at www.facebook.com/groups/genshoah/. Joining Facebook is free and easy: www.facebook.com.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Addressing global rise in Holocaust distortion, UNESCO and USHMM reaffirm joint commitment on inaugural visit.

Joint Statement Between the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum and the Memorial to the Murdered Jews of Europe Foundation

CONFERENCES

**International Forum: Connecting Next Generations**
October 3 – 4, 2021
Association of Jewish Refugees (AJR), London, England (virtual and in person)

**Medical Review Auschwitz: Medicine Behind the Barbed Wire**
October 4 – 9, 2021
Polish Institute for Evidence-Based Medicine, Krakow, Poland
20th Annual Council of Holocaust Educators (CHE) Conference  
**Historians of Ourselves: Documenting Life in Unprecedented Times**  
October 12, 2021 and October 14, 2021  7:00 – 9:00 pm ET

**Examining American Responses to the Holocaust: Digital Possibilities**  
October 12 – 15, 2021  
FDR Library, Hyde Park, NY  
Unregistered participants will be able to live-stream conference sessions available on the FDR Library YouTube page.

**Resilience, Adaptation, and Innovation in Holocaust Survivor Services**  
October 18 – 21, 2021  
Selfhelp Community Services Virtual Conference, New York, NY

**Non-German Camps during the Holocaust Period** (Virtual)  
December 7 – 9, 2021  
Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel

**UPCOMING WORKSHOPS & SEMINARS**

**Genealogy Seminar**  
October 5, 2021  
Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel

**The Power of Young Voices: A Conversation with Alexandra Zapruder,**  
**Author of Salvaged Pages: Young Writers’ Diaries of the Holocaust**  
October 5, 2021  4:00 pm ET  
Echoes and Reflections, ADL/USC Shoah Foundation/Yad Vashem

**Fighting Back - Resistance in the Holocaust:**  
**Commemorating the Uprising at Sobibor**  
October 12, 2021  3:00 pm ET  
Echoes and Reflections, ADL/USC Shoah Foundation/Yad Vashem

**Introducing USC Shoah Foundation’s New IWitness Website**  
October 14, 2021  4:00 pm ET  
Echoes and Reflections, ADL/USC Shoah Foundation/Yad Vashem

**Hunting Nazis: Is it Still Justified?**  
October 20, 2021  3:00 pm ET  
Echoes and Reflections, ADL/USC Shoah Foundation/Yad Vashem
In Remembrance of Kristallnacht:
Teaching Difficult Subjects Creatively Through Art
November 4, 2021  4:00 pm ET
Raritan Valley Community College, Branchburg, NJ
To register: michelle.edgar@raritanval.edu

Spotlight on Contemporary Antisemitism
November 12, 2021  9:00 am - 3:00 pm ET
Montclair State University, Montclair, NJ

The Post-War Period as Reflected Through Art
October 25 – 26, 2022
Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel
Please send your paper proposal of no more than 1500 words and a short 150-word biography by January 2022 to: zborowski.center@yadvashem.org.il

UPCOMING EVENTS

Now – December 2021—Chula Vista Heritage Museum, Chula Vista, CA
Exhibit: RUTH: Remember Us the Holocaust

Now – January 2022—Union Station, Kansas City, MO

Now—May 2022—Kupferberg Holocaust Center, Queens, NY
Exhibit: The Concentration Camps: Inside the Nazi System of Incarceration and Genocide. This new, original exhibition surveys the scope and brutality of the Nazi system of incarceration and genocide, underscoring the horrific consequences of intolerance, racism, & authoritarianism.

October 1 – 17, 2021—JCC Chicago Jewish Film Festival, Chicago, IL
Labyrinth of Peace: War is Over, but the Legacy Remains (6 Episode Series online). Fees. Registration & more information

October 1 – November 12, 2021—The Art Center, 1957 Sheridan Rd, Highland Park, IL

October 1, 2021, 10:00 am MT—Arizona Jewish Historical Society,
German Family History and “Ordinary” Antisemitism with Professor Bjorn Krondorfer

October 1, 2021, 11:00 am PT—Hoover Institution, Stanford University, Stanford, CA
485 Days At Majdanek: Inside a World War II Prison Camp

October 1, 2021, 3:00 pm ET—Raritan Valley Community College, Branchburg, NJ
Unpacking The Past: The Number On Great-Grandpa’s Arm, Online Film & Discussion.
October 3, 2021, 2:00 pm ET—Sousa Mendes Foundation, Huntington, NY
*Safer in Silence*. Filmmaker Corinne Niox Chateau talks about her search for her family’s Polish past, in conversation with film historian Annette Insdorf.

October 3, 2021, 3:00 pm PT—Goldrich Family Foundation Children’s Memorial, Holocaust Museum LA, Los Angeles, CA
Launch of newly created Second Generation Council (2G) in support of the Museum with Klara Firestone and Michele Gold. RSVP: Michael@hmla.org or 323-456-5083.

October 3, 2021, 3:30 pm CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
On-site live performance: *The Holocaust and the Human Experience: A Cinematic and Musical Journey*. Concert pianist Dr. Marvin Berman presents a live performance featuring clips from films about the Jewish experience prior to, during, and after the Holocaust.

October 4, 2021, 6:30 pm CT—Union Station, Kansas City, MO
In conjunction with the *Auschwitz: Not long ago. Not far away* exhibit: 75 Years After Auschwitz: Antisemitism in America

October 4, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—3GNY, New York, NY
*Hologram Technology and Testimony: A Conversation with Holocaust Survivor Fanny Wedro*

October 5, 2021, 6:30 pm BST—Royal Holloway, University of London, Egham, Surrey, UK
*Virtual Book Talk: Empire of Destruction: A History of Nazi Mass Killing* with Alex Kay

October 5, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
*Zoom Book Launch: What They Didn’t Burn: Uncovering My Father’s Holocaust Secrets* with author Mel Laytner

Exhibit: *This Fascist Life: Radial Right Movements in Interwar Europe*

October 6, 2021, 11:00 am ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
*Virtual Walking Tour of Jewish Berlin*

October 6, 2021, 11:00 am ET—Kupferberg Holocaust Center, Queensborough Community College, Bayside, NY
*Holocaust Speaker Series* Joyce Kamen.

October 6, 2021, 12:00 pm PT—Holocaust Center for Humanity, Seattle, WA
*Restitution After WWII: Suing Hitler’s Business Partners* with Prof. Michael Bazyler.

October 6, 2021, 5:00 pm ET—The Olga Lengyel Institute for Holocaust Studies and Human Rights (TOLI), New York, NY
*The Holocaust and Lessons for Today* with Professor Timothy Snyder
October 6, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Kupferberg Holocaust Center, Queensborough Community College, Bayside, NY
**Holocaust Memory/Book Talk: A Single Photograph Reveals a Crime of the Holocaust**
Book Talk with Dr. Wendy Lower

October 7, 2021, 12:00 pm ET—Holocaust Memorial Resource & Education Center of Florida, Maitland, FL
**In My Own Words with Silvia Foti**, author of *The Nazi’s Granddaughter*

October 7, 2021, 3:00 pm ET—Classrooms Without Borders, Pittsburgh, PA
**The "Sonderkommando" Uprising in Auschwitz-Birkenau. October 7, 1944. A lecture by Prof. Gideon Greif**

October 7, 2021, 6:30 pm CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
On-site live performance: **The Holocaust and the Human Experience: A Cinematic and Musical Journey**. Concert pianist Dr. Marvin Berman presents a live performance featuring clips from films about the Jewish experience prior to, during, and after the Holocaust.

October 7, 2021, 6:30 pm CT—Kansas City Public Library, Kansas City, MO
**Women of the Jewish Resistance** with Sheri Rosenblum. Watch the presentation live online at YouTube.com/kclibrary.

October 7, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
**Wallenberg: A Musical Tribute** (Virtual and in-person)

October 7, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Temple Emanu-El, One East 65th St, New York, NY
**Integrity First for America: Holding White Nationalists Accountable**

October 7, 2021, 7:30 pm ET—Cafritz Hall: 1529 16th Street NW, Washington DC
**La Nona Kanta, The Remarkable life of (Holocaust survivor) Flory Jagoda**. Presented with filmed interviews, Flory Jagoda tells the story of her life, with live music by **Trio Sefardi**.
**Purchase tickets**. Use promocode LCJXJ21 for $5.00 off the regular ticket price (does not apply to senior/student pricing).

October 10, 2021, 2:00 pm ET—Ghetto Fighters’ House Museum, Galilee, Israel
First in a 3-part virtual series: Invisible Years: **Hiding in the Netherlands during the Holocaust: Invisible Years: Holocaust Drawers**. Guest speakers: Prof. Robert Jan van Pelt / Daphne Geismar / Sharon Strauss. See also 11/14/21 and 12/5/21 for this series.

October 10, 2021, 2:00 pm ET—Sousa Mendes Foundation, Huntington, NY
**The Lady in Gold: The Remarkable Story of Klint’s Nazi-Looted Painting and its Recovery** with Anne-Marie O’Connor, the American journalist who broke the story.

October 10, 2021, 3:00 pm ET—CANDLES Holocaust Museum, Terre Haute, IN
**Unmasking the “Angel of Death”** with David Marwell. 1.5 PGP hours for teachers.
October 11, 2021, 12:00 pm ET—JDC Archives, New York, NY
*Holocaust Survivors in Exile in Germany after World War II* with David Nasaw. Fees.

October 11, 2021, 17:30 BST—Second Generation Network, London, UK
*How the Holocaust Determines Professional Choices of the 2G & 3G* with Professor Judith Baumel-Schwartz.

October 12, 2021, 12:00 pm PT—Holocaust Center for Humanity, Seattle, WA
*“That is 800 children”: Nazi Germany, the United States, and (Dismantling) Global Anti-Blackness* with Dr. Emanuela Kucik

October 12, 2021, 2:00 pm CT—Union Station, Kansas City, MO
In conjunction with the *Auschwitz: Not long ago. Not far away* exhibit *Queering Holocaust Studies: with Dr. William Spurlin*

October 12, 2021, 4:30 pm ET—Holocaust Resource Center, Kean University, Union, NJ
Online program: *Teaching Holocaust Herstories: Mothers, Daughters, Fighters, and Survivors*. Email coykends@kean.edu to register.

October 12, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Chhange, Brookdale Community College Campus, Lincroft, NJ
*Keynote session* of the Council of Holocaust Educators (CHE) conference (see October 5, 2021 Upcoming Workshops & Seminars listing above) with Alexandra Zapruder, author of *Salvaged Pages: Young Writers’ Diaries of the Holocaust*, and Colleen Tambuscio, President of the Council of Holocaust Educators (CHE). Fees.

October 12, 2021, 7:00 pm PT—Bush Conference Center, Beckman Hall, Chapman University, Orange, CA
*The Unwanted: America, Auschwitz, and a Village Caught in Between*, Author Michael Dobbs, former foreign correspondent for *The Washington Post*, tells the story of the Jews of Kippenheim, a German village, and their desperate efforts to find refuge in the United States.

October 13, 2021, 11:00 am ET—Kupferberg Holocaust Center, Queensborough Community College, Bayside, NY
*Holocaust Speaker Series* Ruth Barnett

October 13, 2021, 3:00 pm ET—Classrooms Without Borders, Pittsburgh, PA
*Confronting the Complexity of Holocaust Scholarship: Reflections on the Past, Present, and Future of Holocaust Studies*

October 13, 2021, 4:30 pm ET—Holocaust Resource Center, Kean University, Union, NJ
Online program: *With Me Here Are Six Million Accusers: The Eichmann Trial in Jerusalem*. Email coykends@kean.edu to register.

October 13, 2021, 7:30 pm ET—3GNY, New York, NY
*Walking in the Steps of Our Grandparents: A Virtual Panel Discussion with the Grandchildren of Holocaust Survivors.*
October 14, 2021, 3:00 pm ET— Classrooms Without Borders, Pittsburgh, PA
Film and Post-Screening Discussion: *The Road to Babi Yar* Post Film Discussion with filmmaker **Boris Maftsir** in conversation with **Avi Ben-Hur**

October 14, 2021, 4:30 pm ET— Holocaust Resource Center, Kean University, Union, NJ
Online program: **Global Response to the Holocaust from Europe to Asia: Norway, Sweden, China, and India** featuring **Irene Shaland**. Email coykends@kean.edu to register.

October 14, 2021, 7:00 pm GMT—Weiner Holocaust Library, London, UK
Virtual book talk: **Dance on the Razor’s Edge: Crime and Punishment in Nazi Ghettos**.
**Svenja Bethke** in conversation with **Zoe Waxman**.

October 14, 2021, 7:00 pm ET— Chhange, Brookdale Community College Campus, Lincroft, NJ
A segment of the Council of Holocaust Educators (CHE) conference (see the October 5, 2021 Upcoming Workshops & Seminars listing above) **Survivor Panel & Archives Workshop** with child survivors **Claire Boren** and **Nadja Halilbegovich**. Fees.

October 14, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Gratz College, Philadelphia, PA
Philadelphia Jewish Film Festival: *The Invisible Line: American’s Nazi Experiment*. **Order Tickets** In person attendance requires proof of full Covid-19 vaccination and masks.

October 15, 2021, 10:00 am ET— Raritan Valley Community College, Branchburg, NJ
**Learning Through Experience Online: The Incredible Power of One**. **Jeannie Opdyke Smith** shares a powerful and riveting true story of one Polish gentile girl, her mother Irene Gut Opdyke, who changed the world for dozens of people during the Holocaust.

October 15, 2021, 5:00 pm MT— Phoenix Holocaust Association, Phoenix, AZ

October 17, 2021, 11:00 am ET— Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
**Virtual Walking Tour: Jewish Prague**

October 17, 2021, 4:00 pm ET—Sousa Mendes Foundation, Greenlawn, NY
**Film screening The Catcher Was A Spy – The Moe Berg Story** with **Nicholas Dawidoff** who wrote the book on which the film was based. Suggested donation.

October 19, 2021, 12:00 pm PT— Holocaust Center for Humanity, Seattle, WA
**My Family’s Story: Survival, Escape, and Immigration** with **Daphna Robon**

October 19, 2021, 3:00 pm ET—Drew University, Madison, NJ
**The Dressmakers of Auschwitz**, a virtual discussion with author **Lucy Adlington**.

October 20, 2021, 11:00 am ET—Kupferberg Holocaust Center, Queensborough Community College, Bayside, NY
**Holocaust Speaker Series** **Michael Meyer**
October 20, 2021, 6:30 pm ET—American Society for Yad Vashem, **New York, NY**  
**Book club:** *The Light of Days* with author **Judy Batalion.**

October 21, 2021, 12:00 pm ET— Holocaust Memorial Resource & Education Center of Florida, **Maitland, FL**  
**In My Own Words** with Holocaust survivor **Laszlo Selly**

October 21, 2021, 18:30 BST—Second Generation Network, **London, UK**  
**Vienna: The New Holocaust Memorial and Walls of Names – Talk and Q & A**  
**H.E. Michael Zimmermann,** The Austrian Ambassador to the United Kingdom, and **Hannah Lessing,** Secretary General of the National Fund of the Republic of Austria for Victims of National Socialism and founding member of the Shoah Walls of Names Memorial Association, will talk about the new Holocaust Memorial in Vienna.

October 21, 2021, 7:00 pm PT—Bush Conference Center, Beckman Hall, Chapman University, **Orange, CA**  
**Themes from “Americans and the Holocaust” Exhibit,** United States Holocaust Memorial Museum, Historian, archivist, and curator at the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum, **Rebecca Erbelding,** will explore key themes and topics of the exhibit and examine the motives, pressures, and fears that shaped Americans’ responses to Nazism, war, and genocide.

October 22, 2021 – April 29, 2022—Museum of Jewish Heritage, **New York, NY**  
Exhibit featuring Holocaust survivor **Boris Lurie: Nothing To Do But To Try**

October 24, 2021, 5:00 pm ET—Kelly Commons at Manhattan College, 4513 Manhattan College Parkway, **Bronx, NY**  
**25th Anniversary of the Holocaust, Genocide & Interfaith Education Center**. Fees.

October 25, 2021, 2:00 pm ET—Classrooms Without Borders, **Pittsburgh, PA**  
**Holocaust Museums and Memorials Around the World with Tali Nates** noting the 80th anniversary of Babi Yar and other killing sites.

October 25, 2021, 6:00 pm ET—Symphony Hall, **Boston, MA**  
**Terezín Music Foundation Concert** of music by composers whose artistry sustained them during the Holocaust including a performance of Hans Krása’s lyrical *Brundibar* suite with survivor **Michael Gruenbaum** of the Terezín cast.

October 26, 2021, 12:00 pm PT—Holocaust Center for Humanity, **Seattle, WA**  
**The Ravine: A Family, A Photograph, A Holocaust Massacre Revealed** with Dr. **Wendy Lower**

October 27, 2021, 11:00 am ET—Kupferberg Holocaust Center, Queensborough Community College, **Bayside, NY**  
**Holocaust Speaker Series** **Joel Nahari**

October 27, 2021, 7:30 pm ET—Haberman Institute, **Rockville, MD**  
Virtual lecture: **Hitler’s Jewish Refugees: Hope and Anxiety in Portugal** with **Marion Kaplan**
October 28, 2021, 6:30 pm BST—Wiener Holocaust Library, London, UK
**Public Lecture: A Fascist Insurrection in Paris – 6 February 1934** with Dr. Chris Millington

October 28, 2021, 6:30 pm ET—Westchester Country Club, 99 Biltmore Ave, Rye, NY
**Holocaust * Human Rights Education Center Annual Benefit.**
For more: mjasper@hhrecny.org

October 29, 2021, 1:00 pm ET—YIVO Institute, New York, NY
**Book Talk: The Yiddish Historians and the Struggle for a Jewish History of the Holocaust** with author Mark Smith and historian Samuel Kassow.

November 3, 2021, 11:00 am ET—Kupferberg Holocaust Center, Queensborough Community College, Bayside, NY
**Holocaust Speaker Series** Tom Schaumberg

November 4, 2021, 3:15 pm ET—Holocaust Resource Center, Kean University, Union, NJ
Online program: ‘Indecent’, ‘Forbidden’, ‘Taboo’: Representing Lesbians in Fiction about the Holocaust/Nazi Era featuring Dr. Emma Venables. Email coykends@kean.edu to register.

November 4, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
**Sweet Noise: Love in Wartime,** a discussion with 2G author and photographer Max Hirshfeld and Jacqueline Kott-Wolle, a fellow artist and daughter of Holocaust survivors.

November 7, 2021, 3:00 pm ET—Marcus JCC, Atlanta, GA
**Arts & Authors:** Lucy Adlington, *The Dressmakers of Auschwitz: The True Story of the Women Who Sewed to Survive*

November 9, 2021, 12:00 pm ET—Holocaust Memorial Resource & Education Center of Florida, Maitland, FL
**In My Own Words** with Betty Grebenschikoff, Holocaust Survivor, and her daughter, Jennifer R. Grebenschikoff.

November 9, 2021, 4:00 pm ET—Drew University, Madison, NJ
**Virtual Kristallnacht Commemoration:** *What the Living Remember*, featuring 2G author Dr. Nancy Gerber.

November 9, 2021, 7:00 pm PT—Wallace All Faiths Chapel, Fish Interfaith Center, Chapman University, Orange, CA
**Commemoration of Kristallnacht.** Reflections by Glenn Kurtz, Ph.D., author of *Three Minutes in Poland.*

November 10, 2021, 11:00 am ET—Kupferberg Holocaust Center, Queensborough Community College, Bayside, NY
**Holocaust Speaker Series** Al Miller

November 10, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Chhange, Brookdale Community College, Lincroft, NJ
**Resilience in the Face of Impossible Odds: Jewish WWI Veterans in the November Pogrom**
November 14, 2021, 2:00 pm ET—Ghetto Fighters’ House Museum, Galilee, Israel
2nd in the Invisible Years: Hiding in the Netherlands during the Holocaust series: Hiding Places
with guest speakers Prof. Dienke Hondius / Prof. Kiene Brillenburg Wurth.

November 14, 2021, 3:00 pm ET—CANDLES Holocaust Museum, Terre Haute, IN

November 20, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Holocaust Resource Center, Kean University, Union, NJ
Online program: Murray Pantirer Annual Scholar Lecture featuring Dr. Deborah Dwork. Email coykends@kean.edu to register.

December 5, 2021, 2:00 pm ET—Ghetto Fighters’ House Museum, Galilee, Israel
3rd and final part of the series Invisible Years: Hiding in the Netherlands during the Holocaust: Moving Memories with guest speakers Kira Dane / Katelyn Rebelo / Carmen Fernald.

December 5, 2021, 3:00 pm ET—CANDLES Holocaust Museum, Terre Haute, IN
Nobody Wants Us with Laura Seltzer-Duny. The story of three teenagers and their families hoping to make it safely onto American soil after escaping the Nazi invasion of Europe. 1.5 PGP hours for teachers.

December 15, 2021, 11:30 am ET—Chhange, Brookdale Community College, Lincroft, NJ

FYI... FOR YOUR INFORMATION

FYI... Online newsletters
Arolsen Archives September 14, 2021
Hidden Child
Memoria [EN] Nr 47 (08/2021)
Memoria [EN] No. 48 (9/2021)
Sir Martin Gilbert Book Club
Yad Vashem August 31, 2021
Yad Vashem September 5, 2021
Yad Vashem September 14, 2021
Yad Vashem September 26, 2021

FYI... Gratz College is offering a course on Zoom entitled Hitler’s Other Victims with Dr. Jennifer Marlow from October 5 – November 23, 2021. Fees.
FYI... From the USC Shoah Foundation
Open to students in 7th – 11th grades. November 14, 2021 – April 24, 2022. The USC Shoah Foundation is looking for students representative of diverse backgrounds and academic skills in the USA to participate in its highly competitive William P. Lauder Junior Internship Program. The program provides a dynamic and unique learning opportunity to engage with testimonies – personal stories – from survivors and witnesses of genocide. Through the transformative nature of testimony, participants broaden their civic agency while expanding their 21st century skills.

FYI... Many virtual programs on the Holocaust have been held during the COVID-19 virus shutdown. Here are some of them.
August 19, 2021: Mengele: Unmasking the "Angel of Death."
September 1, 2021: First Person: Conversations with Holocaust Survivors: Estelle Laughlin
September 1, 2021: Was Superman Circumcised?
September 1, 2021: Curator Corner - A View into the Foehrenwald DP Camp
September 9, 2021: Love It Was Not
September 12, 2021: The Table of Truth
September 14, 2021: Common Threads: Holocaust Survivors Who Built Fashion Careers
September 14, 2021: Book Discussion with Leah Garrett about “X Troop: The Secret Jewish Commandos of World War II”
September 14, 2021: More Than Any Child Should Know: A Kindertransport Story of the Holocaust
September 14, 2021: Resilience: Reflections of Arizona Holocaust Survivors
September 15, 2021: The “Aryanization” of a Jewish Store
September 15, 2021: Eleanor & Gilbert: A Couple's Mission
September 17, 2021: Behind Every Name: Tony
September 18, 2021: “Ballerina”
September 19, 2021: Where to go? Holocaust Survivors’ Return to Life
September 19, 2021: Landscape as a Witness to the Holocaust
September 22, 2021: Book Talk: “A Woman’s Story of Survival: Franci’s War
September 23, 2021: Holocaust Museums and Memorials Around the World with Tali Nates
September 23, 2021: Nazi Hunting: From John Demjanjuk to Richard Spencer

Click here for past videos from the Arizona Jewish Historical Society
Click here for past videos of the Association of Jewish Refugees
Click here for past videos from Beit Terezin
Click here for past programs from the Center for Jewish History
Click here for past programs from Classrooms Without Borders
Click here for past webinars from Echoes and Reflections
Click here for past videos from the Ghetto Fighters’ House
Click here for past 3GNY WEDU Wednesday speaker presentations
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Center for Humanity
Virtual Program Recordings | Holocaust Memorial Resource & Education Center of Florida (holocaustedu.org)
Click here for past programs from Holocaust Memorial & Tolerance Center of Nassau County
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Museum Los Angeles
Click here for past programs from the Illinois Holocaust Museum
Click here for past programs from the Jewish Foundation for the Righteous
Click here for past programs from the Johannesburg Holocaust and Genocide Centre
Click here for past programs from the Kupferberg Holocaust Center
Click here for past programs from Liberation 75
Click here for past Martin-Springer Institute programs
Click here for past programs from the Museum of Jewish Heritage
Click here to view recordings of past programs from the Sara and Sam Schoffer Holocaust Resource Center at Stockton University. Additional videos may also be found here.
Click here for past Sousa Mendes Foundation programs
Click here for past programs from the Temple Emanu-El Streicker Center
Click here for past Facebook programs hosted by the US Holocaust Memorial Museum
Click here for past programs from the USC Shoah Foundation Institute
Click here for past videos from the Wiener Library
Click here for past Ray Wolpow Institute Noémi Ban Memorial Collection programs
Click here to view recordings from Yad Vashem recent lectures that you may have missed.

Additional lectures for further exploration are available here.
Click here for past programs from Yeshiva University
Click here for past programs from YIVO

FYI… For the latest on the Baltics

FYI… Articles, videos, podcasts and slideshows in the news…*Note: links were active when the newsletter was written but some links may now have been deactivated by the publisher. If a link doesn't work, you can look for the story using a search engine, e.g., Google, Yahoo or others.*
Across Borders: International

Google Doodle honors Rudolf Weigl, vaccine inventor who saved Jews from Nazis

Unsung hero: how ‘Mr Radio Philips’ helped thousands flee the Nazis

Holocaust survivor, scholar awarded prestigious Balzan Prize

How could anyone ever hate Anne Frank—why a fringe group declared war on the Holocaust’s most famous victim

Poland and Israel enter into an era of colder relations - News Nation USA

Jewish teens’ access to Holocaust sites in jeopardy amid worsening rift between Israel, Poland

Family’s battle to recover Nazi-looted art paints auction house into a corner

An Artist Excavates Her Family’s Pre-Holocaust Story

The Wonder of Avi Loeb

Watch: 97-year-old Auschwitz survivor's TikTok goes viral

This Jewish restaurateur died in the Holocaust, but her vegetarian cookbook lives on

Medieval manors to German villas: Jewish homes tell stories of royalty, tragedy

Last Remaining Footage of Polish Jewish Community Before Holocaust Premieres as Movie at Venice Film Festival

Film Debuts About True Story of Holocaust Survivors’ ‘Revenge’ Plot Against 6 Million Germans

Time to revisit the greatest Holocaust film ever, starring Steve Buscemi

Revisiting ‘The Grey Zone’: The barely-seen Holocaust movie that debuted on 9/11

Toronto: Arman Julian to Develop Italian Holocaust Memoir as Movie (Exclusive)

Stalin’s Lawyers at Nuremberg | by Benjamin Nathans | The New York Review of Books

Making art of Holocaust education

Outrage as ‘Palestinian Holocaust’ website ‘ Shoah.org ’ launches on Twitter

Gandhi’s 1939 Rosh Hashanah Greeting to the Jewish People

Australia

Australian State of Victoria Set to Ban Nazi Symbols

Humanity The Essence Of Holocaust Survivor’s Stories

Austria

Change in Austrian law allows people who fled the country during WWII to reclaim citizenship

Austria Approves Dual Citizenship Law For Victims, Descendants Of Holocaust

Belgium

Three Belgian resistance heroes honoured with a statue
Canada

Toronto is getting a new Holocaust Museum

Ottawa Memorial Service Marks 80th Anniversary Of Babi Yar Massacre

Jewish community leader outraged COVID protesters’ signs compared Holocaust

Sergio Karas Built An Immigration Law Practice And Stayed Close To His Roots

Former neo-Nazi talks with son of Holocaust survivors

Meet a few of the younger Jews who got tattooed to never forget the Holocaust

"National disgrace": A Nazi hunter accuses Canada of failing to prosecute Helmut Oberlander

Nazi Collaborator Dies Peacefully in Canada

Top Canadian Jewish Organization Denounces Failure to Punish Nazi War Criminal Who Died

This Week at 97

97-year-old Former Member Of Nazi Death Squad Dies At Home In Canada

An anti-vaxxer in Montreal said he would stop wearing a yellow star. He still thinks vaccine mandates are like the Holocaust.

Disgust growing over vaccine protesters' Holocaust comparisons | CBC News

'No excuse': Anger over Holocaust comparisons used by vaccine mandate protesters

PPC Candidate Galante Responds To criticism Over Holocaust Tweet

Toronto Police Arrest ‘Swastika Man’ for Third Antisemitic Attack in Two Months

Czech Republic

Torah scroll the Nazis stole for their post-Holocaust ‘Jewish museum’ returns to service in Prague

Ceremonial Medieval Shield Looted By The Nazis Will Return To Czech Republic

Denmark

How Georg Ferdinand Duckwitz Saved 7,000 Jews From The Nazis

France

Police Chief From Small Town in France to Be Named ‘Righteous Among the Nations’ by Yad Vashem for Saving Jews During the Holocaust

In love with the Resistance: My mother-in-law's war

Germany

‘A steadfast ally’: Angela Merkel’s departure from politics is a sad moment for many German Jews

Alleged Nazi-era war criminal, 96, is declared ‘fugitive’ in Germany after missing court date

Former Nazi death camp secretary, 96, caught after escape bid
Why the Nazis allowed a Jewish cancer scientist to remain in Berlin during WWII
How an Imprisoned Jewish Doctor Invented a Typhus Vaccine in Buchenwald
The forgotten Black victims of the Nazi era | DW | 07.09.2021
Arolsen Archives updates its WWII database once again
Germany's central Jewish archive in Heidelberg reopens in new location | DW | 14.09.2021
‘Shul in a palace’ opens in Potsdam, the first since the Holocaust
20 years of Berlin's Jewish Museum | DW | 09.09.2021
Yiddish words still common in the German language | DW | 05.09.2021
Antisemitism in European football: Time to change the chants | DW | 07.09.2021

**Greece**

Greek Composer And Politician Mikis Theodorakis Has Died At The Age Of 96
Mikis Theodorakis Wrote the Most Beautiful Music on the Holocaust
Greece appoints health minister who defended his father’s desire to see Jews in Auschwitz
Israel Honors Brave Greeks who Saved Jewish Girl from the Holocaust

**Guatemala**

Anne Frank Children's Human Rights Memorial - Antigua, Guatemala

**Hungary**

Pre-Holocaust Jewish communal records saved from the auction block

**Israel**

Due To Covid, 1 Of Every 30 Holocaust Survivors Doesn't Get Medical Care
Last Known Survivor Of Babi Yar Massacre Receives Knesset Medal
Discover a fallen poet and WWII heroine at the Hannah Senesh House near Caesarea
UN Holocaust education panel to focus on Israel's treatment of Bedouin
A wildly popular fidget toy was created by an Israeli classmate of Anne Frank to look like breasts
Anne Frank’s Israeli classmate behind popular breast-inspired fidget toy

**Italy**

Rome mayor to lay cornerstone of Holocaust Museum but city's Jewish community will not be there
Park in Florence, Italy, named after Jewish resistance fighters during Holocaust
Central Florence park named after prominent Jewish couple
Top Executives at Fashion Brand Brandy Melville Exposed for Sharing Hitler Memes, Promoting Antisemitism and Racism

Lithuania

In Lithuania, President’s Speech, New Monument, and Major Conference Glorify Alleged Participant in June 1941 Kaunas Atrocities Against Jewish Citizens
Defending the indefensible
Remember the victims, the rescuers, the perpetrators of Holocaust – opinion
Lithuania, March of the Living to march in memory of Holocaust
On This Day: Nazis liquidate Vilnius Ghetto, slaughter Lithuanian Jews

Netherlands

The Netherlands unveils its first national Holocaust monument
Dutch king, PM unveil Amsterdam memorial naming nation's 102,000 Holocaust dead
Dutch king unveils Holocaust name monument in Amsterdam
Amsterdam’s latest Holocaust memorial features the names of 102,000 victims
Dutch Holocaust memorial opens after years-long legal deadlock | DW | 20.09.2021
The Full Weight Of History: Daniel Libeskind's Brick Memorial To Dutch Holocaust Victims Opens Sunday
Studio Libeskind’s reflective geometries shape Holocaust memorial in Amsterdam
Studio Libeskind Completes Dutch Holocaust Memorial Of Names
Dutch Jews Slam Far-Right MP Who Stated ‘You Cannot Claim World War II’
At Dutch COVID protest, men dressed as Nazis make mock arrest of participant wearing yellow star
Dutch Authorities Investigating COVID-19 Protests That Featured Nazi Uniforms, Mock Execution of Jewish Prisoner

New Zealand

'Appalling': Christchurch partygoers slammed for 'ignorant' Hitler, Holocaust victim costumes

Paraguay

Photographic exhibition on the "hunt" for Dr. Mengele in South America opens in Paraguay - The Rio Times

Poland

On This Day: Lakhva Ghetto Uprising against the Nazis takes place
Human remains found in former Warsaw Ghetto buried in Jewish cemetery
Watch: After 78 years, Jewish remains from Warsaw Ghetto buried
Jewish Leaders Bury Remains Found In Former Warsaw Ghetto
Polish Jewish leaders bury remains found in former Warsaw Ghetto
Warsaw’s Jewish community buries remains found of unidentified Holocaust victim
Unidentified Holocaust victim laid to rest after remains were found in the former Warsaw Ghetto
Polish history in the Shoah is not black and white - opinion
World War II letter connects families of Jewish survivors, Polish farmer who hid them
Long-lost letter reveals heroic story of Polish farmer who saved Jewish sisters from Nazis
Opinion: Poland insults Jews on their holiest day
Mark Wilf: Yom Kippur Is The Jewish Holiday Of Remembrance, Poland Uses It To Erase Its Past
‘Three Minutes: A Lengthening’ Review: A Remarkable Glimpse of Jewish Life Before the Holocaust
'Champion Of Auschwitz' - New Book Tells Story Of Boxer Who Brought Hope
Exclusive: Holocaust Survivor Tracks Down Family Of Polish Woman Who Saved Her From WWII Death Camp - With The Help Of Facebook

Slovakia
‘The Auschwitz Report’: Slovakian film tells of escapees who tried to warn world
The Auschwitz Report – Film Review

Romania
How A Romanian Holocaust Historian Became A Diplomat To Israel

Taiwan (Republic of China)
Israel helps host Holocaust exhibition in Tainan

UK
Holocaust survivor finds her liberator's family on social media, 76 years later
Holocaust Survivor Reunites With Family of Soldier Who Gave Her Message of Hope After Auschwitz Liberation
Rosh Hashanah 1939 Marked The Start Of Unimaginable Horrors
Getting Away With Murder(s) review – powerful call for Holocaust justice
My Yom Kippur blessing: May we all know love
Dozens Of Holocaust Survivors Gather For Life-Affirming Exhibition
Largest gathering of UK Holocaust survivors for two years at IWM exhibition

World War Two: The brothers who fled Nazi occupation by kayak

Please Listen To Holocaust Survivor's Stories While You Still Can
Kate Middleton Takes A Boat Trip With Holocaust Survivors in The Lake District
Duchess of Cambridge and Judge Rinder meet 'Windermere children'
Kate Middleton Shares Poignant Boat Ride With Holocaust Survivors: 'We Spoke Like A Couple Of Friends'

New Study Shows Most Teachers in England Lack Basic Knowledge About the Holocaust
Holocaust Survivor, 97: 'You Can't Fear The Worst If You Can't Imagine It'

Holocaust Survivor Magda Hellinger Survived Three Years In The Auschwitz Birkenau Death Camps

Tributes To 'Remarkable' Lili, Sole Shoah Survivor Out Of Family Of 300
Survivor Who Was Sheltered By A Righteous-Among-The Nations Dies Aged 91

Stoppard not alone in struggling with his past
My father’s secret past in the ghetto
Lily’s determination to fulfil her promise made at Auschwitz
Windermere: Holocaust survivor's daughter thanks rescuer
Kurt Theodor Goldschlager, The Empty Grave, X-Troop | Jerry Klinger | The Blogs

Radio review: Nuremberg: The Trial of the Nazi War Criminals
Plan A review – astonishing Holocaust survivors’ revenge plot falls flat
How Many Genocides Does It Take? In Conversation With Holocaust Survivor Eva Clarke
Biden’s America has sadly forgotten the lessons of the Shoah

Television Review: Imagine...Tom Stoppard: A Charmed Life
‘Downton Abbey’ actress ‘maid’ for film on Holocaust survivor trauma in 1960s UK

New Study Shows Most Teachers in England Lack Basic Knowledge About the Holocaust
Warning on teachers' lack of Holocaust knowledge
Majority of teachers do not know when Holocaust began, says study

Can a Game Get Young Players Interested in Holocaust History?
The woman who lied about a childhood among wolves

Misha and the Wolves review – Holocaust hoax doc plays like thriller
Pink Rabbit turns gold: Judith Kerr’s daughter tells the story behind the book
Ukraine

The Holocaust That Never Happened
Herzog to visit Ukraine for 80th anniversary of Babyn Yar massacre
Remembering Babyn Yar Ukraine's Forgotten 'Holocaust By Bullets'
Rare Photos Released Of Babi Yar - One Of The Holocaust's Largest Massacres
New Ukraine Holocaust museum honors Bay Area man’s history – J.
Is Ukraine's Babyn Yar Memorial Kremlin Propaganda?
Ukraine Bans Anti-Semitism With New Law
Ukraine Passes Law Banning Antisemitism

USA

How the Holocaust moved from concentration camps to Jewish victims’ homes
How a Small Town Silenced a Neo-Nazi Hate Campaign
No One Lost Their Jewish Last Name At Ellis Island, But We Gained A Safe Haven
Son of Holocaust survivor flew Afghan refugees to US
Opinion | The Holocaust Stories We Still Aren't Hearing - The New York Times
Ritchie Boys: The secret U.S. unit bolstered by German-born Jews that Helped the Allies Beat Hitler
American GI Gave Holocaust Survivor Hope With Small Gesture
Peering into Hell: an interview with Ben Ferencz | TheArticle
In Rosh Hashanah call with rabbis, Biden calls for ‘swift confirmation’ of Deborah Lipstadt to be antisemitism monitor
Rosh HaShanah 5782 Forgiveness
Don’t compare coronavirus policies to the Holocaust // The Observer
Alaska Legislator Compares Biden To Hitler, Shares Link To Holocaust Denial Website
Anti-vaxxers Only Have Two Historical Reference Points, Apparently
UNR Jewish Leader: Comparing Holocaust To Mask And Vaccine Mandates' Wrong 100% Of The Time'
Josh Mandel, Jewish Ohio Senate candidate, compares Biden’s vaccine mandate to the Gestapo
Capitol Rioters’ Pity Party Played the Nazi Card. Of Course.
18th-century porcelain seized by Nazis smashes expectations in auction sale
Herbert Heller Obituary (1929 - 2021) - Novato, CA - Legacy
Sabina Szwarc Zimering
Sabina Zimering, Holocaust survivor and doctor, dies at 98
Leon Shear: Feb. 15, 1927 - Sept. 10, 2021
'It was fascinating to know him': Community remembers Joseph Rajczi, 80-year-old Holocaust survivor killed in Palm Springs - KESQ

Expanding Eva's Legacy: Troy Fears leads CANDLES Holocaust Museum and Education Center

Georgia Hospital Employee Compared Covid Vaccine To Holocaust. Now She's Out Of A Job

What happened to all the art that Nazis looted? This Jewish Museum exhibit tells the story of several masterworks.

Isaac Bashevis Singer's Treatise on God

Holocaust Survivors Penned Memoirs About Their Hometowns So Future Generations Would Know About Them

Opinion | The Forgotten Jews of the Forest

'Into The Forest' Tells Story Of One Family's Escape From Nazi-Created Zhetel Ghetto

A New Anne Frank Center Aims To Reshape Racism Through Holocaust Education

The Holocaust ‘Survivor’ Who Boxed to Stay Alive

New Website Will Share Grand Rapids Holocaust Survivor Testimonies for the First Time — Detroit Jewish News

Discovery of lockbox under Goshen store reveals heroic Holocaust rescue story

Documentary Highlights Work Of Goshen Man To Save Jews From Holocaust

A courageous American woman led the largest resistance group in Nazi Germany

Dr. Ruth to speak about hatred, anti-Semitism

Twin Brothers Detail Meeting The Nazi Angel Of Death And Surviving The Holocaust

Telling Their Story - bocaratonobserver.com

French Holocaust survivor talks about her life during the Nazi occupation and her journey to Central Pa.

How Dada movement influencer Man Ray ran from the Nazis — and his Jewish roots

L’Oréal USA's Holocaust Education Initiative Targets Thousands Of Students

NEXTGENERATIONS presents season of Holocaust-related topics

UC San Diego Announces 2021-2022 Holocaust Living History Workshop Series

Educating Teen Holocaust Survivors Holds Lessons for Teaching After Trauma

Holocaust Historian Speaks On the Value Of Mutual Assistance And Maintaining Human Dignity In 13th Annual Rev. Bernie Clark CSC Lecture

I Spoke To A Holocaust Survivor's 3D Hologram. Then I Phoned The Survivor

Holocaust Survivor Shares Moving Story With Students At The Oxbridge Academy | Town-Crier Newspaper

Weinstein, Brent push national status for Holocaust Memorial

It Took 50 Years For Father And Son To Tell This Story Together

Holocaust Survivor To Share Experience With Oxbridge Academy Students
To face the coronavirus pandemic, I listen to my grandmother who survived the Holocaust

A Hopeful Sound

History As It Happens: Forgetting the Holocaust

Using Holocaust Education to Develop Tolerance, Empathy in Schools

Stop Enabling The Anti-Semites Who Live Closest To Our Homes

The World of Tadeusz Borowski’s Auschwitz

The Shoah And The Struggle For Beauty

Podcast: Born in shadow of Holocaust, artist Mindy Weisel searches for beauty

Her debut novel is about a Jewish girl in Manitoba (just like she was) – J.

Holocaust book tells of childhood of West Hartford woman

Meet Authors Live Or On Zoom At Book Festival - Tampa Jewish News

Jewish Community Center’s Cultural Art and Book Series returns next week

Maine Native’s Play About Holocaust Witness To Tour Nationwide

Deep in the woods, where a terrifying real-life Holocaust fairy tale unfolded

Dara Horn on a world that only teaches about ‘dead Jews’

People Love Dead Jews

A Writer Reckons With The Fact That 'People Love Dead Jews'

The Nazi’s Granddaughter

‘Absurd to suggest one genocide more heinous than another’

Commissioner Corcoran Appoints Michael A. Igel To Florida's Statewide Task Force On Holocaust Education

Igel named chair of state's Holocaust education task force | Jewish Press of Tampa

"Americans and the Holocaust" Exhibition Arrives in Delray Beach - Palm Beach Illustrated

Holocaust Survivors Welcomed in 5782 With a Virtual Concert

Local Georgia School Board Confirms Investigation of ‘Hail Hitler’ Graffiti Scrawled in Bathroom of High School in Cobb County

Swastikas Found at Second Cobb County, Georgia High School as US Sen. Ossoff Condemns Spate of Antisemitic Vandalism

In a Yom Kippur speech, Jon Ossoff condemned antisemitism at Georgia high schools

Bright pink billboards calling out antisemitism spotted around Greater Boston area

Massive Anonymous hack of right-wing sites exposes antisemites

Maximilian Kolbe merchandise under fire for insensitivity about Holocaust

Vatican

Don’t Whitewash the Shameful Holocaust Record of Pope Pius XII
PLEASE NOTE: Notices are provided for information purposes only. *Generations of the Shoah International* and its Coordinating Council members, agents and representatives make no representations, guarantees or warranties about the services offered, and any person considering whether or not to use those services relies entirely on his or her own investigation and evaluation of the services offered and assumes all risk and responsibility regarding the use of or failure to use those services.

We are happy to include news on events / projects in your local communities. If you want to tell us what you are doing, just send us an email at genshoah@gmail.com and we will print it in a future newsletter. We encourage you to share this newsletter with Holocaust Survivor family members. To join GSI and receive future newsletters, to volunteer for / suggest a committee, to recommend a resource person or to submit a book recommendation, or program information, contact us at genshoah@gmail.com or visit our website at www.genshoah.org.
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